
BANNER SPEAR

I began by filling in the little hole on 
the side of the base with some Mod 

Podge:

Although they’re not clearly scuplt-
ed on the model I’ve decided to 
paint on some eyes using Deck Tan:

I then decided to add a little extra texture to the more plain parts of the-
base with some basing paste and fine grit or sand (this is very optional of 

course):

I’ve then primed the miniature in black followed with some grey and 
white zenithal highlights applied from above:



I’ve now painted on some pupils, along with the surrounding area in Black. 

Note that painting the eyes is a very optional touch; you could equaly just 
paint a base skin colour then provide a little shade on top (Reikland Flesh-

shade or something).

I’m now painting the skin, and making some final adjustments to the eyes 
as I go:

Next I’m mixing a base skin tone 
using Beige Red mixed with a little 

Black and some Red:

Next I’m going to provide some 
highlights, firstly by working up to 

a mid tone of Beige Red:



I’m going quite pale in the high-
lights to capture the complexion of 

the character art:

I’m now mixing quite a deep pink 
tone for the lips:

I’ve now added a highlight to the 
lower lip:

And I’ve also used some black for 
the eyebrow above the left eye:

I’m also increasing the levels of red 
in the shadows/cheeks: For the highlights I’m adding Ivory:



We can go quite bright for the smal-
lets highlights to create a slightly 

glossy look:

I’m now painting the hair with pure Black:
And I’m adding some highlights by 
mixing in some Cantabric Blue and 

some White Sands:



Next I’m painting all of the armour and the spear heads.  I decided to use both Thrash Metal and Heavy Metal 
for this - roughly placing the Thrash Metal in the more shadowed areas, and the Heavy Metal for the more high-

lighted areas.  You could just use any single bright silver tone you like however.



Again, this is pretty optional but I’m now also using my brightest silver - 
Speed Metal - to place a few highlights on the brightest points:

Next I’m using Dwarven Gold for 
the cross-guard and pommel of the 

sword:

There’s also a sun-like motif on the 
armour at the front:



For all of the blue banners etc I’m using Caspian Blue, darkened and desat-
urated with a little Black:

I also decided to paint the hair tie 
with the Dwarven Gold:

Next I’m mixing a brown tone using Brown Leather, Orange Leather, and 
a little Black (you could use any mid-brown tone you like):

And I’m using this to paint the leath-
er straps and belt:



I’m also using this for various ele-
ments on the back including the 

sword handle and scabbard:

And for the gloves I’m using Wal-
nut:

To break things up a bit I’m now mixing in some Iroko and using this to 
paint the spear shafts:



Next I’m going to shade the armour 
using both Gryph-Charger Grey and 

Skeleton Horde:

I also just noticed that there’s a gold 
trim at the top of the chest armour:

I’m now creating a Shade mix using 
Agrax Earthshade (2), Nuln Oil (1), 

and some Lahmian Medium (1):

And I’m using this to shade down all 
of the areas of brown leather etc as 

well as the spear heads:

I mainly used the Grpyh-Charger Grey, then applied some Skeleton Horde 
a bit more into the recessed areas/lower legs just to create a bit of interest 

and variety:



For the fur cloak I’m using a 2:1 mix of Skeleton Horde (2) and Basilicanum 
Grey (1):

I’ve now decided to paint the base 
using Orange Leather:



And I’m using this to sketch some 
spots of colour on the bird:

I’m then providing a light dry brush 
using Tenere Yellow:

Followed with some Agrax Earth-
shade: I’m now mixing a light purple tone using Violet and White Sands:



Here’s how she looks so far (after a little matte varnish to dull the waxy 
finish of the Contrast Colours which you can apply at the end of course):

I’m now going to add some highlights starting with the blue fabric where I’m simply adding White Sands to the 
base tone in a couple of stages:

I then chose to shade the bird with some Wyldwood which I thinned right down with Contrast Medium (I was 
going to use Skeleton Horde, but found it’s a bit too yellow-ish for this):



To highlight the various brown areas I’m adding Tenere Yellow:

I don’t mind if these highlights are a little textured-looking rather than being ultra smooth:



I might sometimes brush some of 
the thinned base colour on top to 

help integrate things: 

Here I really do want to build up a nice bit of texture:



The hands don’t have much defini-
tion but we can draw some on to an 

extent:

And here I’ve also added some 
White Sands:

I’m also using some of these pale 
beige tones to highlight the front 

edge of the wings:

Next I’m highlighting the gloves by mixing some Iroko into the Walnut in 
a couple of stages:



I’m now using Tenere Yellow, White 
Sands, and a little Orange Leather 
to mix a highlight tone for the fur:

I’ve now dotted in some eyes using 
White Sands:

And painted the beak with Black 
mixed with Caspian Blue followed 

with a quick highlight:

To give the eyes a pinkish glow I’m 
now brushing over some Magenta 
Fluo mixed with a touch of Tesla 

Blue:

I’m also applying some addition-
al thinned Wyldwood just into the 
main recesses of the wings to boost 

the contrast:

Again, these are very optional details...



I didn’t want to over complicate things for myself so just took one of the 
basic design elements, which is a circle with some little lines and dots in-

side; you could add a lot more if you wish however:

I’m then adding a few highlights 
with Tenere Yellow mixed with a lit-

tle White Sands:

Next I’m adding a touch of Black to 
some Tenere Yellow:

And I’m now drawing on some of 
the design we can see on the fabric:

I’m then using this to highlight the 
fur just at the top of the cloak near 

the face/head:

You can see I’ve gone really quite 
bright here (just as we see in the 
character art), which nicely draws 

the eye towards the face area:



And I’ve decided to add some 
patchy snow to the ground using 

Valhallan Blizzard:

Here I’m just adding a few final 
highlights to the spear tips with the 

Speed Metal:

I’m now painting the rim of the 
base in black:

And here for this banner I’m also drawing on a couple of basic shapes - just enough to add interest:



And I’m providing a couple of final 
highlights to the tips of the feath-

ers using White Sands:
And this completes Banner Spear!





PAINT LIST

Deck Tan (VMC)
Black (VMC)

Beigh Red (VMC)
Black (VMC)

Flat Red (VMC)
Ivory (VMC)

Cantabric Blue (SC)
White Sands (SC)
Thrash Metal (SC)
Heavy Metal (SC)
Speed Metal (SC)

Dwarven Gold (SC)
Caspian Blue (SC)

Black (SC)
Brown Leather (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)

Iroko (SC)
Walnut (SC)

Gryph-Charger Grey (GW)
Skeleton Horde (GW)

Nuln Oil (GW)
Agrax Earthshade (GW)
Basilicanum Grey (GW)

Wyldwood (GW)
Tenere Yellow (SC)

Violet (SC)
Magenta Fluo (VMC)

Tesla Blue (SC)
Valhallan Blizzard (GW)

SC = Scalecolor, GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


